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TASK, North America's largest and most successful IT security user group,
announced SecTor, Canada's premier IT security education conference, is
being held on November 20-21, 2007 at the Metro Toronto Convention
Centre.
Today's corporations are facing a multitude of security threats from external
parties compromising data to internal risks posed by inadvertent employee
error. To help address the latest worldwide digital threats, SecTor brings
together the worlds' brightest and darkest minds to identify, discuss, dissect
and debate these issues. Unique to Canada, SecTor provides Canadians and
international visitors with an unmatched opportunity for IT professionals to
collaborate with their peers and learn from their mentors while helping IT
leaders determine how the strongest defenses can be mounted.
An international list of top-tier speakers from around the world including
representatives from the U.S., Germany, Canada, and Poland will be
presenting at SecTor. From Mark Fabro, an educator and consultant who has
been recognized as one of the "25 Most Influential Consultants in the World"
to Joanna Rutkowska, a recognized researcher in the field of stealth
malware and system compromises, SecTor is attracting the best-of-the-best
in the field of IT security.
For more information, visit: www.sector.ca
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